DEATH AND TRAGEDY I N LESSING'S MISS SARA
SAMPSON, PHILOTAS, AND E M I L I A GALOTTI

Lessing research has often centered on Lessing's theoretical
concepts of tragedy; this has been detrimental to Lessing, the
practicing tragedian. An attempt to find a common denominator
between Lessing the theoretician and Lessing the dramatist is
natural enough in view of the fact that both theory and dramatic
composition do indeed characterize this important eighteenthcentury literary figure. However, i t is admittedly difficult to
come to grips with Lessing's theory, especially because the form
his views took almost preclude their having the necessary persuasive power. Regardless of which of Lessing's critical writings is
chosen for detailed investigation-whether
the earlier, rather
limited studies, or the large-scale products of Lessing's maturer
period-the
student of Lessing finds inconsistencies, a lack of
systematization and clarity, and in general a n unsatisfying if a t
all existing "total picture." We must candidly admit, for example,
that Lessing's correspondence with Mendelssohn and Nicolai on
tragedy (1756-1757) is disorganized and that i t leaves the reader
with the feeling that here, only a very rough-hewn and unfinished
potential for something larger exists. If the reader turns to the
Hamburgische Dramaturgie for the fruition of Lessing's experiences and insights and for the relevance found wanting in his
earlier critical writings, he will, if he is honest, concede that the
Dramatz~rgieis a loosely-connected collection of relatively isolated
opinions which are not directed at presenting a total picture;
rather, they a r e first and foremost criticisms of specific performances of specific plays during a specific period by specific actors
in a specific theater. Trying to establish a consistent and convincing thread of thought in these criticisms is as satisfying a s trying
to determine Fontane's dramaturgic principles through a study
of his theatrical Causerien. Whatever "valid" principles can be
Editor's Note: Mr. Dvoretzky is Professor of German and Chairman of the
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found i n the Hambzlrgische Dramatz~ryiemust be accepted as
something more or less accidei~tal,as a dramatic bonus.
Lessing's theatrical ideas also do not seem to relate always in
a satisfactory way to drama a s a whole. His views are not always
"zusammenhangend." Some seem mutually cont~adictory.~
This
is not to say that the Hambz~rgischeDramatz~rgie, or any of
Lessing's earlier critical works, should be dismissed a s totally
irrelevant or valueless. Quite the contrary; from a historical
standpoint, one can share-but not unreservedly-Gleim's enthusiasm for the Dm?natz~rgie(as in his letter of September 28, 1768,
to Lessing: "Woher, ihr Gotter, nimmt E r , die fiirtreffl. Betrachtungen, und die Kenntnis alles Tragischen der ganzen Welt?").
But what is more important is the fact that the watchful reader
wiIl not fail to note that Lessing suggests a basic direction, an
essential concept, or, in other words, a clue to his concept of the
human situation and thus of his principIes of tragedy, in the
dramas themselves. For better or for worse, Lessing leaves the
ultimate significance of these clues unresolved; the interpreter
must deal with them on his own, but they are nonetheless more
satisfying than those derived more artificially from Lessing's critical writing^.^
One of the difficulties arising from Lessing's critical views, and
one of the bones of contention in Lessing research, has been the
Lessing-Aristotle relationship. In recent years, the suggestion
that Lessing may have consciously appIied basic Aristotelian tenets
-or any other poetic rules-in the composition of his works has
been attacked vigorously by Professor Heinrich Schneider : "It is
surprising, and indeed even saddening to the present-day Lessingscholar to see interpretations of the poet's works reflecting time
and again the conviction that rationalistic reasoning alone lies
a t the base of his poetical and critical writings and that i t alone
determines their s t r ~ c t u r e . " ~Although the article from which
these lines are cited is directed specifically a t Professor Henry
~
Hatfield's enlightening study "Emilia's Guilt Once M ~ r e , " its
author is obviously resting his argument on the conviction that a
large body of studies based on "Lessing the Rationalist" has failed
to take into account Lessing's "anti-intellectualism," i.e., his assigning an important role to nonrational and nonintellectual factors i n shaping human existence.
Professor Schneider's basic belief in Lessing's anti-intellectualism is perfectly valid, but i t is in some ways a restatement of the
concept of tragic guilt he is attacking. The difficulty presented by
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the two studies by Professors Hatfield and Schneider is semantic
in nature; i t lies primarily i n their varying terminology. Lessing
could surely not recognize the "inherent tragedy of a character
striving for fulfillment as a biological being" (Schneider, p. 354)
without some kind of penetrating insight into human nature.
Whether we call this insight "rationalistic" or not is beside the
point. The point is this: the backbone of Aristotle's descriptivenot prescriptive-observations
on Greek drama is essentially a
recognition of the dramatic impact of human fallibility, of the
human predicament; this human predicament is dramatic, even
tragic, in the best sense of the term. Professor Hatfield's words
concerning Emilia ("Her error is one of character or judgment or
both .
[p. 2881) underscore the humanness of the problem a t
hand and can be regarded as having no necessary connection with
any set of poetic rules (in fact, Professor Hatfield specifically
states that h e did not mean to imply that Lessing intended his
tragedy Emilia Galotti as an illustration of Aristotle's precepts
[p. 287, fn. 23). This sounds perhaps like over-simplification, but
if we accept Aristotle's concept of the tragic flaw a s applicable in
wide measure to the plight of humankind in general, we can dismiss the sometimes provoking name "Aristotle" or any traditional
usage of the term "tragic guilt'' and speak simpIy of inherent
human weakness. No one is perfect; every person has his own
Achilles' Heel, and this is the wellspring of tragedy (note that
Professor Hatfield concludes [p. 2951 that to locate Emilia's
guilt, we must "go beyond matters of social tendency or the currents of intelIectua1 history to the personalitg o f the individual"
[italics mine]). The problem is then to determine as reasonably
as possible within Lessing's own dramatic framework not the fact
that a tragic figure exists and/or is vulnerable, but the nature
of this vulnerability which we assume is inherent in the human
being. This will be attempted on the basis of Lessing's major tragic
productions and not on the basis of a conviction that sees the
answer wholly or primarily in Lessing's critical or theoretical
treatises. It will be shown that the conclusions drawn by both
Professors Hatfield and Schneider are essentially the same, the
former having pointed to the "sore spot," the latter having pointed
to the reasons for its existence. One of the obvious advantages of
such an approach is that i t minimizes the danger of reading too
much from Lessing's theory into his practice and a t the same time
reduces the temptation to use Lessing's critical expressions out of
context."
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The theme central to Lessing's dramatic efforts is that of death.
Almost exclusively, death in Lessing's plays is violent death. Let
it be stated from the outset that such death, viewed idealistically,
need not be "tragic." The nature of death in Lessing, to be discussed below, is and will remain problematical a t best. But what is
less troublesome is what might be termed "the potential for tragedy," the human forces that bring about such death or make it
possible, indeed even welcome i n the eyes of the victim (note the
prominent role of suicide in Lessing's tragedies). In this sense,
then, the kinds of death which may be dismissed from the scope of
this study are, for example, the death of Sara's mother and the
deaths of Nathan's wife and children, all of which are reported to
and not seen by the audience and of lesser immediate importance
to the action of the plays involved. Standing on the outer edge of
relevance to this study are, however, Saladin's speech a t the very
end of Nathan der Weise: "Seht den Bosewicht ! / E r wupte was
davon und konnte mich / Zu seinem Morder machen wolIen ! Wart !"
and Werner's words a t the very end of Minna v o n Barnhelm:
"Topp !- iiber zehn Jahr ist Sie Frau Generalin oder Witwe!" In
the first instance a strong feeling of relief is tempered with the
reaIization of the possibility of death; in the second there is the
interplay of the comic and tragic, even a t the end of a "comedy."
Despite such tantalizing references to death in two of Lessing's
major plays, this study will limit itself to the tragedies Miss Sara
Sampson, Philotas, and Emilia Galotti. Inherent in the study wilI
be the stress on the highly emotional, essentially irrational nature
of the significant figures.
One of the earliest keynotes of the nature of human behavior
and motivation in Miss Sara Sarnpson is sounded in the first scene
by Waitwell, Sir William's faithful old servant, when he touches
on the personal, subjective aspect of conscience: "Das Gewissen ist
doch mehr als eine ganze uns verklagende Welt." This idea will
find further support in the figure of Sara as the play progresses.
Even Sir William, who is now searching for his wayward daughter in order to forgive her, is willing to concede that although
her illicit relationship with Mellefont and her consequent flight
are errors, such errors are better than simulated virtues. He further
stresses the all-forgiving nature of love: "Ich wiirde doch lieber
von einer lasterhaften Tochter als von keiner geliebt sein wollen."
Mellefont, too, whose mental condition vaguely resembles that
of Hettore Gonzaga, underscores his humanness, his need for
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social intercourse, for companionship, and above all, for sympathy;
he confesses to weakness ("Ich ward ofter verfiihrt, als ich
verfuhrte" CI.31) while claiming that even he has a conscience
("Aber-ich
hatte noch keine verwahrlosete Tugend auf meiner
Seele" [!I ) . But his conscience here seems a matter of degree,
unlike Emilia's inflexible attitude ("Und siindigen wollen, [ist]
auch sundigen" [EG 11.61 ) .
In the seventh scene of the first act, Sara manifests in her
conversation with Mellefont that kind of kinship with the "divine
forces" which later motivate Odoardo Galotti and to a lesser extent
his daughter (cf. Sara's words: "Geben Sie doch immer der weiblichen Denkungsart etwas nach. Ich stelle mir vor, dab eine
nahere Einwilligung des HimmeIs darin liegt"). Hence, early in
the play, we encounter a certain religious strain that is not without significance. Simultaneously, however, we see Sara's conviction that "Heaven" does not deny the individual the right to his
own spontaneous reaction, his own imagination. The long speech
in which Sara relates in detail the agonies of her nightmarish
dream-the product of a tortured mind, guilt feelings, and exhaustion-resembles in tone and makeup the kind of semireal dream
portrayal associated with later literary periods (we can note that
it shares with German Romanticism the "Doppelganger" motif,
suggestive death wish, and remarkable self-analysis combined
with intuitive vision). Throughout her story, actually throughout
the entire play, we note Sara's involvement with "the eternal," but
the apparent strength that a person such as Sara can derive from
such fundamental beliefs often gives way in the face of her more
personal and immediate relationship with Mellefont : ". . .weil ich in
der Welt von keiner Ehre wissen will als von der Ehre, Sie zu lieben.
Ich will mit Ihnen nicht um der Welt willen, ich will mit Ihnen
um meiner selbst willen verbunden sein." If married to Mellefont,
Sara could bear the disgrace which she would otherwise feel so
keenly. Sara is a curious mixture of a person guided by the philosophy of reward and punishment and the philosophy of egocentric
self-conviction. Mellefont, too, shares a somewhat similar philosophy: "Wie? mnp der, welcher tugendhaft sein soll, keinen Fehler
begangen haben?" In view of the action in the tenth scene of Act
V, his tragically ironic words,
so ist die Lust, uns strafen
zu konnen, der erste Zweck unsers Daseins," have distinct religious overtones, implying a loosening of traditional social obligations. Note in this regard his Storm- and Stress-like exclamation of
protest : "Euch, unmenschliche Tyrannen unserer freien Neigungen,
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euch werde alle das Ungluck, alle die Sunde zugerechnet, zu welchen uns euer Zwang bringet !" (1.7).
The entire second act is devoted to Marwood, who, despite her
raving-or perhaps because of her awareness of this ravingcontrols her irateness, which is the result of her being cast off by
Mellefont : "Der Verrater ! Doch gemach ! Zornig mu13 ich durchaus
nicht werden" (11.1). Such self-revealing lines by Marwood, as well
as those spoken by Mellefont in regard to Marwood (I.9), are part
of Lessing's motivational technique, similar to the method employed later in Emilia Galotti, especially in connection with the
depiction of Odoardo. In like manner, Marwood's realization of her
need to remain (or a t least seem to be) "ruhig" (11.2) previews
Odoardo's awareness of his own and others' ira~cibility.~
Marwood's vocabulary is revealing in other ways, ranging from extreme passion or sensuality (cf. her speeches i n 11.3 beginning
"Warum anders?" and "F'liehen Sie nur . . .") to extreme hardness
and cruelty (as in her famous speech CII.71 describing how she
will enjoy killing her own child) ; in both cases, her words are
highly personal and indicate an unusually high degree of selfishness.
Most significant, however, are her words: "An alles dieses will
ich Sie erinnern und dann Ihre Kniee umfassen und nicht aufhoren,
um das einzige Geschenk zu bitten, das Sie mir nicht versagen
konnen, und ich, ohn zu erroten, annehmen darf-um den Tod von
Ihren Handen" (11.3). How ironic and yet how typical in Lessing
to have a person speak of death a t the hands of someone else in
terms of the desirability of such a death! As Professor Hatfield
put it in speaking of Emilia's death, which results from her own
decision to goad her father into stabbing her, "morally, i t is
suicide" (p. 287, fn. 1).The double meaning in Marwood's later
statement to Mellefont is ironic, all the more so if we apply i t also
to Emilia Galotti: "So wie ich jetzt bin, bin ich Ihr Geschopf ; tun
Sie also, was einem Schopfer zukommt; er darf die Hand von
seinem Werke nicht eher abziehn, als bis er es ganzlich vernichten
will" (11.3). The same may be said of the ominous ambiguity of
Marwood's first words in Act 11, scene 4, in reference to Arabella:
"Sol1 ich umsonst Mutter sein?' Again, if we use German Romanticism as a reference point, we can sense how "advanced"
Marwood's statements are.
The climactic scene of Act 11, the Mellefont-Marwood dialogue
in the seventh scene, is highly emotional in nature. Passionate outbursts and vituperation prevail. Marwood, in her famous Orsinalike speech (cf. E G IV.7), threatens in a moment of crazed raving
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to tear apart her own child, limb from limb, in order to take
revenge on Mellefont: "Ich will es nicht gestorben sehen; sterben
will ich es sehen!" But the entire context of her attitude assumes
different and problematical proportions when she immediately
adds, "Der Vater mup voran! E r mup schon in jener Welt [!I sein,
wenn der Geist seiner Tochter unter tausend Seufzern ihm nachzieht," and tries in vain to stab Mellefont. It is a turn of events
when she then exclaims in a moment of relative presence of mind:
"Himmel, was hab' ich getan!" (We should not lose sight of the
fact that Odoardo felt himself to be a divine instrument in the
death of his child [EG V.6; cf. also Hatfield, p. 2921 ; after stabbing Emilia, he utters, much in the manner of Marwood: "Gott,
was hab' ich getan !" [V.7] .) This important seventh scene of Act
I1 ends on another drastic note, for Marwood in her frustration
here mentions the possibility of suicide.
The subjectivism and sentimentality in Miss Sara Sampson are
given added impetus by Sir William in the third act. He castigates
himself for the misfortunes of Sara and Mellefont and is willing to
forgive their transgressions. But for all practicaI purposes, the
realm of action is by now in the vicious mind of the woman scorned
and in the consciences of Sara and Mellefont, who above all must
contend primarily with their own convictions and feelings rather
than with those social and parental forces imposed from without,
although these still make themselves felt. Sara's soliloquy a t the
end of A d 111, scene 2, indicates that all such forces are indeed a t
play. Speaking of the impending visit of Marwood disguised a s
Lady Solmes, Sara remarks: "Wenn es nur keine von den stolzen
Weibern ist, die, voll von ihrer Tugend, iiber alle Schwachheiten
erhaben zu sein glauben. Sie machen uns mit einem einzigen verachtlichen Blicke den Prozefi, und ein zweideutiges Achselzucken
ist das ganze Mitleiden, das wir ihnen zu verdienen scheinen." How
ironical this passage is, if i t is i n essence a protest against bourgeois
morality and manners, and if Sara's actions and thoughts are
themselves truly a product of a similar morality!
The following scene further portrays Sara's guilt feelings and
the fear that she has hastened her father's death. She confesses to
having given up her virtue too readily. Her religious orientation
comes to the fore once again: "Miipte mir nicht die Gerechtigkeit
des Himmels jede seiner [Sir William's] Tranen, die ich ihm
auspregte, so anrechnen, als ob ich bei jeder derselben mein Laster
und meinen Undank wiederholte?" (111.3). Sara, too, touches on
the suicide motif:
. . wenn in dem Augenblicke, da er [Sir
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William] mir alles erlauben wollte, ich ihm alles aufopfern konnte. . ." The same motif, less subtly expressed, is indicated in her
continuing discussion with Waitwell: "Wenn er mir vergibt, so
mup er mein ganzes Verbrechen vergeben und sich noch dazu
gefallen lassen, die Folgen desselben vor seinen Augen fortdauern
zu sehen. 1st das von einem Vater zu verlangen?"
Even Mellefont, whose potential for the morally questionable life
seems a t times unlimited, can evidence the type of goodness and
virtue as manifested by WaitwelI (note in particular Waitwell's
66
. . . an die. . . Seligkeit Gottes zu denken, dessen ganze Erhaltung
der elenden Menschen ein immerwahrendes Vergeben ist" fIII.31
and Mellefont's echoing ". . denn was ist gottlicher als vergeben?"
LIII.51). Granted that Mellefont's statement occurs during the
first encounter of Sara and Lady Solmes, and thus may be interpreted as social veneer, it suggests the existence within him of a
germ of moral consci~usness.~
Sara's and Mellefont's inner struggles grow in intensity and
seriousness in Act IV, scene 1,where Sara admits to Mellefont that
she is being tortured by foreboding thoughts. Her state of depression continues despite Mellefont's assuasive attempts. She recalls
that her mother died in childbirth and goes so f a r as to charge
herself with the "crime" : "Gott ! ich ward eine Muttermorderin
wider mein Verschulden" ; she applies similar logic to her relationship with her father, whom she feels she has brought closer to his
so
grave: "Und wieviel fehlte-wie wenig, wie nichts fehlte-,
ware ich auch eine Vatermorderin geworden! Aber nicht ohne
mein Verschulden ; eine vorsatzliche Vatermorderin!" Her tendency toward religious fatalism becomes more pronounced; she speaks
of the kindness and wisdom of fate : "Seine Fugungen sind immer
die besten."
Mellefont's long monologue (IV.2) shows him wrestling intensely
with his conscience. He is now a man torn between duty and inclination. He knows that he is a riddle, especially to himself, and is
uncertain whether he is a fool, a villain, or both. In regard to Sara,
he admits in a stylisticalIy interesting line: "Ich Iiebe den Engel,
so ein Teufel ich auch sein mag." He would sacrifice his life a
thousandfold for the girl who had sacrificed her honor to him,
but he finds "the melancholy thought" of being chained forever
(cf. Hebbel's Maria Magdalene [I.4] ) most painful : "Sara Sampson, meine Geliebte ! Wieviel Seligkeiten liegen in diesen Worten !
Sara Sampson, meine Ehegattin!-Die
Halfte dieser Seligkeiten
ist verschwunden ! und die andre Halfte-wird verschwinden.-Ich

.
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Ungeheuer!-."
But this monologue ends on a more significant
note: Mellefont will rid himself of his "cursed illusions," which
he recognizes a s the natural product of his wanton way of life, or
die! This scene, motivationally sound and dramatically more than
acceptable, is both ominous and ironic in view of the play's ending.
But on the basis of this suicide motif, the question must be raised:
is Mellefont truly on the way to moral strength, or weakness? Let
us consider in this connection the following discussion with his
servant Norton (IV.3), in which Mellefont once more underscoresin Storm and Stress fashion-his position on personal freedom as
opposed to social convention and pressure: "Es ist wahr; so gewip
es ist, da13 ich meine Sara ewig lieben werde: so wenig will es mir
ein, dap ich sie ewig lieben soll-soll! . . Wer heipt mich, die Ehe
als einen Zwang ansehen?" Mellefont is truly a riddle. On the one
hand, he recognizes fully the qualities of the two major female
characters with whom he has had relations. In Act 11, scene 6,
he bluntly tells Marwood that she is "die Schande Ihres Geschlechts"; in Act IV, scene 3, he echoes Waitwell's earlier remark
(111.3) that Sara is "die Beste Ihres Geschlechts." He has in all
honesty acted in accordance with his insight into Marwood-he has
tried to sever all connections with her; but he is as yet unable to
act in accordance with his recognition of Sara's positive qualities.
On the other hand, Mellefont is tragically shortsighted in underestimating Marwood's potential. His comment a t the end of Act
IV, scene 3, proves his limited foresight, and, if we may use customary terminology, evidences a tragic flaw in his makeup : "Die
Wespe [Marwood], die den Stachel verloren h a t (indem er auf den
Dolch weist . . .), kann doch weiter nichts als summen." I n his
following conversation with this "Wespe," Mellefont continues
acting unintelligently; without being aware that he is so doing,
he nags her on, irritates her, challenges her to do something drastic,
and undiplomatically speaks to her of his newer love: "Aber war'
es auch moglich, dap der, welcher die Reize einer Marwood zu
schatzen wupte, eine schlechte Wahl treffen kannte?" He fails also
to sense the undercurrent of Marwood's words, "Mellefont, ich
spiele meine Rollen nicht gern halb," and without further ado
steps out to bring Sara to Marwood, leaving her alone to plan her
new and fatal course of action. Mellefont has yet to learn the
capabilities of a woman of Marwood's stamp.
The ensuing scene (IV.8) between the female protagonists
hinges on many essential points, not the least important of which
is their discussion, albeit brief, about "Sittenlehre," "Tugend,"
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and "Regeln der Klugheit." The high point is reached when Sara
sees through the play within the play as performed by Lady
Solmes. Sara is able, through a device of logic not unknown to us
(as f o r example in Isolde's "Feuerprobe" oath in Tristan u~zcl
Isolde), to diminish the "sinful" aspect of her behavior while
gravely insulting Marwood: "Es ist ganz etwas anders, aus Unwissenheit auf das Laster treffen, und ganz etwas anders, es kennen
und demungeachtet mit ihm vertraulich werden." Sara considers
her involvement with Mellefont a n error, not a crime, and feels
she has received divine pardon for her previous actions: "Der
Himmel selbst hort auf, ihn als ein solches [Verbrechen] anzusehn;
er nimmt die Strafe von mir und schenkt mir einen Vater wieder.'18
At this point in the action, Lady Solmes is moved to an intense
emotional state and reveals her true identity to Sara, who then
runs away, reduced to a state of cringing fear and utter helplessness.
During her absence, Marwood soliloquizes again. She must take
drastic measures. She considers suicide through poison, but then
utters the vicious hope that this poison will course through Mellefont's veins, too. Her dramatic "Fort! Ich mup weder mich noch
sie [Sara and/or Sara and Mellefont] zu sich selbst kommen lassen.
Der will sich nichts wagen, der sich mit kaltem Blute wagen will"
sounds ridiculous in view of the fact that she is aware of her not
being in her right mind, but nonetheless, these words are meaningful in Lessing's play. They form a kind of confession on the part of
Lessing, who as a dramatist recognizes the inherent emotionalism
in the human being and who is himself most effective i n portraying
highly emotional scenes.
We see in the final act that Sara, having learned that Mellefont
has had a daughter by Marwood, pleads with him to keep Arabella
(". . . es mu0 eine von den Versprechungen sein, die Sie mir vor
den Augen des Hochsten angeloben . . [V.4]), and even asks for
the happiness of being Arabella's new mother. Sara's conviction
of divine justice is further evidenced in her attempt to calm Mellefont's violent attitude toward Marwood, who has long left the scene
but only after having accomplished her insidious plan, as Sara's
fainting spell and growing physical weakness lead us to surmise.
Sara pleads with Mellefont, who now wants to revenge himself
on Marwood-whom he calls in Schillerian fashion "der weiblichen
Ungeheuer groptes": "Lassen Sie mich nichts von Rache horen.
Die Rache ist nicht unser !" (V.5). I n reading the letter left behind
by Marwood, despite Sara's wish to the contrary, Mellefont senses

."
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something demonic within himself, again a concession by Lessing
that an emotional-mysterious element exists in humankind ("Was
ist es f u r ein Geist, der mich Ihnen ungehorsam zu sein zwinget?
Ich erbrach ihn wider Willen-wider Willen muj3 ich ihn lesen").
Mellefont informs Sara that she has been poisoned and is thus
"lost." Of greatest interest here is Sara's response, which bears
directly on the problem of death and tragedy: ". . . aber setze das
~ u p e r s t e dap
,
ich sterben miisse : bin ich darum verloren?" (V.6).
When in the ninth scene Sir William finally appears before Sara,
she thinks he might be "eine erquickende Erscheinung, vom Himme1 gesandt, gleich jenem Engel . . ." and "ein Bote des Hochsten."
~
What follows is a tender scene of widespread f o r g i v e n e s ~ .Sara's
unyielding belief in divine justice is underscored when she actually
destroys Marwood's letter, which is a potentially damning confession of murder, with the conviction that Marwood will not escape
her ultimate fate (V.lO). Sara continues t o use expressions referring to the afterworld, and asks: "Wer wollte die Fiigungen des
Hochsten zu richten wagen?"1° Particularly significant, especially
as it relates to Emilia's fate, is Sara's negating reply to Sir William's plea that this day be his last, too; she is praising her father
while suggesting the nature of her moral sin as she sees it: "Die
bewahrte Tugend mup Gott der Welt lange zum Beispiele lassen,
und nur die schwache Tugend, die allzu vielen Priifungen vielleicht
unterliegen wurde, hebt er plotzlich aus den gefahrlichen Schranken . ." (V.10).
Mellefont's "conversion" has now been fully realized. He blames
himself for Sara's death and feels he more than Marwood is her
murderer; he seeks death a t the hands of the one person he hopes
will be a "real" father.ll Sara is, in his eyes, a "Heilige" (cf. E G
V.7). Upon understanding that Sir William will not think of him
as a murderer, but only as his son, Mellefont, in order to punish
himself, stabs himself with the dagger he had wrested earlier from
Marwood. And now, even Mellefont, who had previously sought
little more than a selfish kind of personal advantage from life and
who now begs Sir William to care for Arabella, dies with the surprising words : "Gnade ! o Schopfer, Gnade !" (V.lO). Sir William
will help him pray for this "Gnade."
I n the final scene of this sentimental play, Sir William proves
his magnanimity and sees t o i t that finally the two deceased lovers
will a t least share in death what was denied them in life; with
words traditional to the Liebestod motif, he movingly asserts, "Ein
Grab sol1 beide umschliepen," and then immediately turns his
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attention to the living, to Arabella, whom in the final words of the
drama he describes as a legacy of his daughter.
There is no question that Miss S a r a Sampson is a drama whose
entire motivational framework is founded on rampant emotionalism
and religiously oriented irrationalism. The question does remain:
to what extent is this play truly a tragedy? This question is difficult to answer in view of Sara's belief in the gracious world
beyond, in view of Mellefont's belief that his own death is, although self-inflicted, divine punishment and thus in a transcendental sense reward, and in view of the fact that the father, who
is reconciled with Sara and Mellefont, now has no time remaining
for grieving but rather faces a new life in the form of Arabella.
As Sara saw it, leaving her father and leading an immoral life
with Mellefont were almost one and the same thing.12 She seemed
more concerned with the "sin" of leaving her father than she
did with the reason she left him. Surely, her dying with a sense
of relief born of her father's forgiveness and her conviction of
divinely ordained fate cannot in her eyes be regarded as tragic.
The very fact that both she and Mellefont are now "together," and
together with her father's blessings, seems to be idealistic proof
of the validity of her former earthly involvement. Truly, there is
no "Pathos der Verzweiflung in dem S t ~ c k e , " and
~ ~ as f a r as
justice is concerned, the true criminal will in due time be punished
despite the fact or because of the fact that he (or she) is still alive
as the curtain falls (cf. also the ending of Emilia Galotti). Some
might be inclined to regard the play as a tragedy only by definition
as i t applies only to the viewer (the arousing of certain emotions)
and not necessarily by an idealistic tour de force. And yet, this
idealism cannot be passed over lightly, because i t is in essence the
backbone of Lessing's practice of tragedy. Both of these aspectsidealism and tragedy-will be treated again toward the end of
this study, since they apply also to Pltilotas and Emilia Galotti.
Suffice i t to say that while Sara evidences little or no doubt as to
the validity of her final situation, Mellefont has never shown the
same signs of being a t one with himself. Whether this quality of
being a t one with oneself is tranquility, resignation, or eternal optimism is immaterial to the point in question. What is relevant is
the fact that Sara shows little confusion and peacefully accepts her
lot in life, whereas Mellefont, through his final act, strikes one as
being relatively immature, as suffering from a thoroughgoing lack
of self -discipline.
Immaturity--such a s Mellefont's inability or unwillingness to
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assume the responsibilities of married life and his impetuous
retreat into death as an ostensible act of repentence and penanceis typical also of Philotas, but Philotas' immaturity is of a completely different nature and manifests itself in a diametrically
opposite way. Philotas is considerably younger than Mellefont; it
is this very youthfulness that bestows the tragic aura on the oneact drama bearing his name. I n Philotas, there are more than
three dozen references to the hero's tender age; Philotas himself,
together with Strato, Aristodem, King Aridaus, and Parmeniothe entire dramatis personae-all recognize this important characteristic. Surely such references cannot be taken lightly.14
Philotas is endowed with the stature of the heroic. His training
has been solidly "Ronlan" in the best sense of the word, but any
"stoicism" in his character is mollified by the effects of his relationship with his father. The rigorousness of Philotas' training,
combined with his tragic inability to weigh advantage over disadvantage because of his feelings toward his father and consequently his country, determines the action of the play. Philotas'
"0 ihr Gotter ! 0 mein Vater !" (Sc. I ) , uttered upon realizing he
has in truth been captured by his father's enemy, indicate in one
breath his motivation. The disgrace he suffers from being "entwaffnet" (Sc. 2) is essentially no different from the disgrace
suffered by Marwood and Orsina, who in effect have found their
"weapons" or machines of life wanting. Figuratively speaking,
Marwood and Orsina have become "entwaffnet" through age,
whereas Philotas' loss can be attributed to his lack of it. Philotas'
painful awareness of his own youth might be looked upon today
by the student of human behavior a s the primary motivational
force behind his thoughts and deeds (". . . erst sieben Tage kleidet
mich die mannliche Toga-wie habe ich ihn [Philotas' father]
nicht gebeten, gefleht, beschworen . . . zu verstatten, dap ich nicht
umsonst der Kindheit entwachsen sei . ." [Sc. 21). The irony of
this statement, the Prinz von Homburg-like dream of victory, and
Philotas' continuing tale of disappointment over his capture (he
calls himself "Armseliger Jiingling") deeply move even Strato,
who utters the significant words, "Ich werde mit dir zum Kinde-."
Philotas fears more than anything else the "spottische Verachtung" and "Scham" that would be his lot if he were ransomed by
his father. In words that anticipate Odoardo's later self-analysis
in Emilia Galotti, Strato admonishes Philotas to control himself,
telling him that one of youth's mistakes is to consider oneself
more fortunate or less fortunate than one really is (Sc. 2 ) . In the
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third scene, King Aridaus underscores the motif of adolescence
("deine bluhende Jugend," "diese fruhe, mannliche Sprache").
The older King, like the wise old Waitwell of Miss Sara Sa?npson,
feels a certain element of predestination or fate in human bef u r unsere
havior : "Die Gotter-ich bin es uberzeugt-wachen
Tugend, wie sie f u r unser Leben wachen. Die so lang als mogliche
Erhaltung beider ist ihr geheimes, ewiges GeschaftY'((c.Waitwell :
". . dap ich mich nicht entbrechen konnte, an die grope, uniiberschwengliche Seligkeit Gottes zu denken, dessen ganze Erhaltung
der elenden Menschen ein immerwahrendes Vergeben ist" [III.
31 ) .I6 The third scene ends as the King leaves to arrange for the
exchange of prisoners, but not before Strato, the King's general,
refers to Philotas as a "zu feuriger Prinz" and "der werdende
Held."
The fourth scene is a long soliIoquy which shows Philotas deeply
concerned with Providence, disgrace, and his ever-gnawing awareness of his own awkward state: ". . . ich, der Keim, die Knospe
eines Menschen." Most significant are his concluding thoughts,
which anticipate Emilia and her seemingly rapid maturation; PhiIotas declares ecstatically: "Jedes Ding, sagte der Weltweise, der
mich erzog, ist vollkommen, wenn es seinen Zweck erfullen kann.
Ich kann meinen Zweck erfiillen, ich kann zum Besten des Staats
sterben: ich bin vollkommen also, ich bin ein Mann. Ein Mann, ob
ich gleich noch vor wenig Tagen ein Knabe war." However, he also
later realizes that such "rational thought processes7yare colored by
irrational excitement ("Welch Feuer tobt in meinen Adern? WeIche
Begeisterung befallt mich?") .
I n the fifth scene, Parmenio similarly refers to Philotas a s a
youth ("Deine kindliche Sehasucht, deine bange Ungeduld") and
as a premature hero, warning him that he is still a child. Philotas,
asking his pardon ("Entschuldige meine jugendliehe Unbedachtsamkeit"), will soon suggest a course of action to Parmenio, who
again chides him: "Rede!-Aber,
junger Prinz, keine zweite
tlbereilung!" Philotas comes to the heart of the matter with his
question, "1st fruh sterben ein Ungluck?" (cf. Miss Sara Sampson
V.6), and with his belief that there is only one choice to be made,
that between death and disgrace. Death here is, once again, violent
death, self-imposed. It is suicide. Suicide and disgrace are thus two
different things! We have come to see the validity of this belief in
Miss Sara Sampson and now in Philotas, which is in so many
ways Lessing's thematic and stylistic nutshell,
Now that Philotas has made up his mind, now that he has become
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"entschlossen" in the typical fashion of Lessing and Goethe (e.g.
Werther), he becomes "calm" ("Ich fuhl' es, ich werde ruhig-ich
bin ruhig !" [Sc. 6]), just as similar tranquility in the face of
certain death-the release from life-is found by Sara Sampson
and Emilia Galotti.
Philotas, like Emilia in Act V, scene 7, refuses to endure externally imposed force, and he says as much to King Aridaus using a
vocabulary similar to Emilia's ("Gewalt," "zwingen," etc.). I n this
connection, we find in Philotas, as in the other two plays, the unswerving beIief in the efficacy of religious convictions: "Nur dem
untriiglichen Auge der Gotter erscheinen wir, wie wir sind; nur
das kann uns richten." But in the eighth and final scene, the
young Prince's calm gives way again. Now that he has a sword
i n his hand once more (ironically, the King's own sword), Philotas raves, causing the King to utter to Strato: "0 der wunderbaren Vermischung von Kind und Held !" Soon Philotas will assert
himself for the last time; upon saying, "Ihr wollt mich mit
Gewalt lebendig?-ich lache nur !" he stabs himself in defiance
of his situation. Before dying, Philotas asks a question central
to the problem a t hand: "Sollte die Freiheit zu sterben, die uns die
Gotter in allen Umstanden des Lebens gelassen haben, sollte diese
ein Mensch dem andern verkiimmern konnen?" And the belief in
an afterworld-which we have already noted in Miss Say-a Sampson
and which is also expressed in Ernilia Galotti (V.8), is common
to Philotas, too: "Lebe wohl, Strato! Dort, wo alle Tugendhafte
Freunde, und alle Tapfere Glieder eines seligen Staates sind, im
Elysium sehen wir uns wieder!-Anch
wir, Konig, sehen uns
wieder-."
This one-act tragedy ends on a note heavy with ethical, moral,
and political implications. After Philotas' suicide, the distressed
King remarks to Strato: "Komm! Schaffe mir meinen Sohn! Und
wenn ich ihn habe, will ich nicht mehr Konig sein. Glaubt i h r
Menschen, dap man es nicht satt wird?" Thus we have here
either a political play acted out on a pseudo-domestic level or a
domestic tragedy acted out on a pseudo-political level; i t is the
kind of play that points in many ways to Lessing's last tragedy,
Emilia Galotti.
The real tragedy of Philotas is that social forces-be they in
whatever form or of whatever composition, and translated into a
code of persona1 behavior-compelled Philotas to take his life (cf.
Philokrates in Die Matrone von Epheszcs, in speaking of the
soldier: "Nicht der Tod, sondern der Tod mit Unehre ist das
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einzige, was ihm s ~ h ~ e c k l i csein
h soll" [Sc. 81) . Philotas' decision
to commit suicide was the result of his earlier training combined
with an emotional element, such as his pronounced love for his
father/country, that had run rampant. By the time Philotas
decided to die, he had rationalized the emotional and thus had
convinced himself of the validity of his thinking.16 For him, i t
was an eitherfor situation: Tocl vs. Schande. The political outcome
of his suicide is immaterial to the case a t hand only in so f a r as
King Aridaus' actions, should Philotas have remained in his
custody or imprisonment, are merely a matter of conjecture. PhiIotas' budding heroic stature was literally diminished by his
youth. His heroism is idealistic faqade, not yet an integral part of
Philotas' blood, which is still "in Wallung." Hence, Philotas is
not so much a tragedy of puberty, so labeled by H. H. J. de Leeuwe
(n. 14), as i t is a tragedy of adolescence, a state which suggests
vacillation, wavering, and, most importantly, extremes of behavior.
Philotas' self-assertion in the face of overwhelming odds, like
Mellefont's self-assertion, lacks fundamental soundness; i t is essentially impulsive, based on motivational forces beyond those of
pure reason. Such problems of "youth" are portrayed in double
measure i n Emilia Galotti, Lessing's most mature and most intensely studied tragedy.l7
Emilia Galotti has posed more problems and given rise to more
controversy than Lessing's other dramas; this is attributable in
large measure to its laconic, swiftly moving nature. One frequentlyencountered criticism centers on the fact that the viewer is not
prepared for the "final catastrophe"-the
stabbing of Ernilia is
so unexpected that Lessing must be charged with a cardinal sin
of poor dramatic a r t : unsuccessful motivation. Similarly, there has
been disagreement on the true nature of the tragedy; that is,
the very essence of the tragic events in Emilia Galotti. The play
has been so widely interpreted that--in some quarters-it seems
as though this "cold work," Iacking all human warmth, does not even
deserve the title of tragedy.
The charge of inadequate motivation is most blatantly illconceived and indefensible. The motivation is here, as in the preceding dramas, attributable to nonrational forces. The entire play
is emotionally charged, and truly, the most strongly and consistently charged person in the play, Odoardo, is the one person who
shapes and guides the feelings and actions of the titular hero,
his daughter. The viewer is not permitted to lose sight of Odoardo's
irascibility, his hotheadedness, and the effect of his temper on his
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family.ls In a somewhat similar vein, Odoardo's daughter is endowed with the emotions of a young woman who is tragically too
old to be a girl and too young to be a woman (again we recall
Professor Schneider's words : ". , . Lessing recognized the inherent
tragedy of a character striving for fulfillment as a biological being"
[p. 3541 ). Above all, we have i n Emilia the social and genetic result
of her paternal inheritance, the influence of her father, whose emotions a r e in every sense overwhelming and thus in essence the common denominator of the entire drama.
Emilia Galotti, this masterpiece of the Enlightenment, is not a
drama which underestimates or minimizes the existence or ultimate
significance of the irrational, of the passionate, or of egocentric
religion. On the contrary, this play, like its predecessors, stresses
extreme subjectivism (not necessarily the same thing a s Briiggemann's bourgeois subjectivity !) as correlative to religious convictions (cf, Guthke, op. cit., p. 53).
Emilia Galotti has already been referred to a number of times in
the previous discussion of Miss Sara Sampson and Philotas. We
have noted the Prince's need for companionship, Emilia's attitude
toward sin as something existing in the mind and thus real, Odoardo's concept of divine forces and his awareness of his own hotheadedness,1° Emilia's suicide plea which is directly related to her
father's moral sense (the pronounced father-child relationship),
Emiliays conviction that "weak virtueiy must be punished and that
death under such circumstances can make one a saint (a belief in
the efficacy of reIigious convictions by and large, combined with a
belief in a n afterworld), Emilia's seemingly rapid maturation,
tranquility in the face of certain death, her violent and "successful"
opposition to externally imposed force, and the fact that the
"villain" is stilI alive a t the end of the play. Let us add here the
consistent note provided by Odoardo : his unrelenting anxiety over
his daughter's physical welfare, which culminates in dramatic
fashion in his stabbing her.
It would be superfluous to go into detail about either the "tragic
flaw'' aspect or the relation of Emilia Galotti to the principles of
the Hamburgische Dramatzlrgie. In the first instance, we have the
relevant discussions and penetrating insights provided by Professor
Hatfield's study, a s indicated earlier (cf. n. 4). I n the second instance, the major thoughts are presented and analyzed by Professor
Guthke (op. cit., pp. 50-53).
I n the case of Emilia Galotti, a s it pertains to the present study,
our primary purpose is to suggest that i t follows in the line of
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development indicated by Miss Sara Sumpson and Philotas and
that a t the same time, i t is the culmination of Lessing's earlier
efforts. I n Emilia Galotti we no longer have merely murder inflicted
from w i t h o ~ ~(Sara),
t
murder Prom within (Mellefont's and PhiIotas' suicides, the latter admittedly furthered by Philotas' attitudes toward father and fatherland), and the stress on the one
consistently emotionally-religiously oriented individual (Sara and
Philotas), but rather murder from both without and within through
the two cooperative and inseparable figures of Emilia and her
father. (Once again, reference is made to Professor Hatfield's
analysis that morally, Emilia's death, although the result of her
being stabbed by her father, is suicide.) In this sense, and in view
of the fact that the picture of Odoardo is continually before our
eyes, E. L. Stahl's statement that "Lessing may well have intended
Odoardo to be the principal figure . . ." and his suggestion of the
possibility that "Lessing desires us to take Emilia and Odoardo
together and to regard them a s the hero and the heroine not separately, but in conj~nction"~0
a r e not a t a11 farfetched. They might
be untraditional, but that is not relevant here. What is of importance is the fact that both father and daughter feel the "religious
rightness" of their actions, just a s Sara, Mellefont, and Philotas
viewed their own deaths as proper, as justifiable in a religious context. Sara mentioned that people of weak virtue are purposely
removed from the living scene by God (V.10). Emilia, like Philotas, asserts her own free will ("Als ob wiry wir keinen Willen hatten, mein Vater !" [V.7]), and claims, like Sara, that life is all
that evil people have ! ("Dieses Leben ist alles, was die Lasterhaften
haben.-Mir, mein Vater, mir geben Sie diesen Dolch.")
Once again, we a r e forced to conclude that death is not necessarily tragic. We must then seek another relationship between
death and tragedy. In this connection, we must not forget the main
thesis-that Lessing suggests the nature of tragedy in the three
dramas under discussion. By "nature of tragedy" is meant for the
purpose of discussion the "breeding grounds" for tragedy, the
potential for tragedy.
We cannot doubt the existence of Odoardo's "youth," his inability
to keep his emotions from gaining the upper hand, and, in the
case of his ostensible "reason," as i t pertains to the justification
for stabbing Emilia, his pathetic attempts a t rationalization ("Ah !
er [der Himmel] will meine Hand, er will sie !" EV.61) But what
about Emilia? Can we really believe her mother, who asserts that
Emilia is not in control of her first impressions, but that after the
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slightest deliberation she is prepared for anything (IV.8) ? True,
Emilia might indeed be "die Furchtsamste," the most timid of her
sex, but her being "die Entschlossenste," her being steadfast in
the face of the impending abduction to the Grimaldi house need not
suggest the maturity some critics have bestowed upon her. Emilia's
resoluteness is the result of her decision to take a certain course of
action. I t is a course directed largely by convictions made possible
by her religious training and upbringing, Her timidity is perhaps
immaturity, but more so is her resoluteness, because if Emilia really is as resolute as her mother says (the implication clearly being
that Emilia possesses the elements of maturity, and can master her
initial emotional weakness), why cannot Emilia apply this mastery
to her feeling of seducibility rather than to her resolute decision to
die because of this feeling? Granted, the forces of evil are thwarted
as the curtain falls; like Philotas, Emilia achieves what she has
strived for, but this is a Pyrrhic victory. Like Philotas, Emilia is
caught in the limbo of adolescence. As Hebbel put it, "Sich zu
todten, weil man fiihlt, dap man, wenn man sich nicht todtet, nicht
stark genug seyn wird, die Unschuld zu bewahren, ist wohl kaum
der Miihe wert.021
Emilia's final act seems like one of expediency, as does Mellefont's. The major difference is that Mellefont's veneer-like religious
orientation does not seem to come to life until the moment he stabs
himself. He has no deep-rooted convictions, and his last minute
stand to punish himself and thus atone for his earlier "crimes"
seems but a transient burst of religious, social, and individual
awareness; i t comes too late, too suddenly, and is thus an act of
impulse, of immaturity. He is weak; he, not Sara, is the tragic
figure. Mellefont is the tragic figure not because he commits suicide, but because he attempts in a moment of rashness to atone for
one moral sin by committing another (cf. Die Rauber CV.21:
"Meinet ihr wohl gar, eine Todsiinde werde das ~ q u i v a l e n tgegen
Todsunden sein?"). I n the kind of reasoning which permits this
action, which is childishly blind, lies the basis for the tragedy in
Miss S a r a San~pson.~2
Mellefont's attitude toward marriage is f a r
less immoral than his impulsive act of suicide; his death is neither
natural nor satisfying, even though i t is colored by a touch of
despair and thus capable, in some circumstances, of evoking sympathetic feelings.33 Neither Mellefont, Philotas, nor Emilia and
Odoardo were able to envision any solution to their predicaments
other than death. Each of these figures is convinced of the rightness of death in his particular situation. The basis in each case is
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despair, and the solution is religiously sanctioned. Does such despair imply the wastef~~lness-in our eyes or those of Lessing-of
the resultant deaths, which, it must be repeated, a r e not wasteful
in the eyes of the victims?
Such a question is, of course, extremely difficult to answer,
especially in view of the idealistic endings of the plays. But some
light might be shed on the problem by Lessing's letter of October
26, 1774, to Eschenburg concerning Goethe's Werther. Lessing was
irritated a t Goethe's fictionalized picture of a man whom he had
come to know as incapable of taking his own life "so und da~zcnz,"
i.e., as Goethe had portrayed Karl Wilhelm Jerusalem's death.
Lessing states : "Solche kleingrofie, verachtlich schatzbare Originale
hervorzubringen, war nur der christlichen Erziehung vorbehalten,
die ein korperliches Bediirfnis [N.B.] so schon in eine geistige Vollkommenheit zu verwandeln weip!" Granting the great danger of
reading too much into, and out of, S L I C ~a statement, it is nonetheless striking that Lessing depicts suicide in all of his tragedies in a
remarkably similar, religiously founded framework. Lessing thus
seems to admit that certain systematized moral codes, such as
Christianity, can indeed weaken the moral fiber, whereas "christianity" defined as a n awareness of man's ultimate role can
strengthen it. The concepts of moral sin that prevail in the tragic
figures discussed above are all colored by the then prevalent religious system, which need not be a t all conducive to "Schwarmerei"
(a quality repugnant to Lessing), but which, when viewed emotionally instead of rationally, can be." Euman life makes sense in
the pursuing, not necessarily in the having or the surrendering.
Lessing underscores this concept in his Erxiehzc7zg des Menschefigeschlechts (as for example in sections 80 ff.) where he treats the
growth of mankind from the immature stage of the "Jiingling" to
that of the "Mann," stressing that reason and not a rampant emotionalism is the means to spiritual salvation. Seen from such a
point of view, the tragic characters in Lessing's plays all have a
common flaw-they all err in letting emotion run away with reason, even if or especially when the emotion is, in their eyes, reason!
They reason only in terms of absolutes; this itself is tragic enough,
not to mention the outcome of such reasoning.
I t is truly curious-and, depending on one's outlook, a refutation
of an attitude regarding Lessing as a thoroughgoing champion of
social awareness-that Lessing's figures take their own young lives.
They are not put to death as are the Christian martyrs of seventeenth-century German drama, or even Ulfo in J, E. Schlegel's
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Canz~t,and they do not seek death for reasons of a larger nature,
as does Gottsched's more enlightened Cato. Rather, with a possible
modification in the case of Philotas, they seek release from life for
individual, perhaps even selfish reasons! Lessing plays an important role in the growing subjectivism of mankind, and he is thus
f a r more modern than many critics and literary historians have
been willing to concede. Lessing gives significant impulse to newer
psychological motivations-he is not above recognizing the validity
of irrational forces (such as presentiment, if we consider even the
prosaic Count Appiani ["Perlen bedeuten Tranen"] ), but these
forces are contained within the framework of individualism cornbined with an emotional-idealistic vision. The fate of Lessing's individuals is ultimately part of a divine and demonic order-a truly
problematical and thoroughly dramatic situation, especially if we
grant the possibility, as do Lessing's characters, that the divine
and demonic orders are inseparable from each other.
Suicide might well be the ultimate example of the application of
individual freedom, but tragedy lurks in the application of such an
ideal. Lessing generally pleads for patience, a quality lacking in
the impetuous figures of his
How ironic then is Sara's
statement that a person who has proved his virtue strong must
serve the world a s a living model, whereas persons of weak virtue
are purposely removed by God. Lessing is not f a r from nineteenthcentury dramatic philosophies and art, especially the Hebbelian, in
his portrayal of tragic figures floundering in externally imposed
situations, persons who take their moral codes so seriously that they
become more sensitive than sensible and, by seeking refuge in nonrational havens, consequently lose all perspective. Trying to atone
for one kind of "moral sin" by blindly committing another is ultimately shortsighted and immature. A sentimental so'lution to life's
problems might move and evoke great sympathy from an audience
and thus be dramatically effective (cf. Lessing7s letters of February 10 and March 1, 1772, to his brother Karl, as well as his earlier
letter of November 29, 1756, to Nicolai), but it need not evoke rational condonation. Regardless of how rationalistic Lessing might
be in his theory, he is in any case realistic in his dramas. These
are not mutually incompatible qualities. Lessing knew that the essence of drama is passion ; he knew, with Pascal, that the heart has
reasons that reason knows nothing of. We may gain further insight
into Lessing's keen awareness of the human element by observing
his extensive use of words and concepts which connote emotional
involvement in some way or other : insult ; indifference ; contempt ;
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the tone of one's voice; the nature of one's frame of mind-whether
one is calm or violently agitated and on the verge of losing one's
temper; the reaction to external force-be i t on a physical or metaphysical plane ; resoluteness as opposed to indecision ; disgrace ; the
conflict between duty and inclination; and the conflict between life
here and now and life beyond. The large number of terms relating
to feeling, the heart, and intuition are quite important. And in
regard to the problem of "Pflicht und Neigung," it is as strong a
theme in Lessing as in either his predecessor Schlegel or his successor Schiller. And truly, this "duty vs. inclination" aspect of drama is just as idealistically rational and emotional in the large body
of Storm and Stress dramatists as i t is in Lessing.
Lessing's figures do have tragic flaws. As prosaic as i t sounds,
they arise from the human condition, which is as it should be, and
show in vivid fashion Lessing's rational awareness of the efficacy
of irrational forces in man and thus his Storm and Stress acknowledgement of the questionableness of life itself. The Enlightener
would say that Lessing is warning us against the weakness of the
human being and is imploring us to use our heads. Lessing probably
is saying that his characters are essentially aware of their actions
but are incapable of controlling the stronger, nonrational forces
behind them. There is a difference between these two points of view.
NOTES

1. An overview of the difficulties encountered in studying Lessing's "Literaturkritik" has been provided by Karl S. Guthke in his Der Stand der
Lessing-Forschung. E i n Eericht iiber die Literatur won 1932-1962 (Stuttgart,
1965) = Sonderdruck aus Dezitsche Vierteljahrsschrift fur Literaturwksenschaft und Geistesgeschichte, Jahrgang 38, 1964. See especially pp. 62-82.
2. As disorganized a s the Hamburgische Drarnaturgie is, one note comes
through: Lessing is highly democratic in his view of plays and playwrights
despite his tirades against certain of their qualities. And the one thought
that prevails is Lessing's insistence on the viewer's emotional i n v o l v e m e n t
this being related of course to the e f f e c t prodliced by a drama regardless of
its formal construction.
3. "Emilia Galotti's Tragic Guilt," MLN, LXXI (May 1956)' 353.
4. M L N , LXXI (April 1956), 287-296.
5. Cf. Achim von Arnim in a letter to W. Grimm, December 1819: "Wenn
ich je etwas f u r einen SpaP gehalten habe, so ists die Bemerkung Lessings,
daB er seine Schauspiele der Kritik verdanke . . ." ( A c h i m won A m i m zind
Wilhelm Grimm, bearbeitet von Reinhold Steig [Stuttgart und Berlin, 19041,
p. 459).
6. I n regard to "ruhig," see Fred 0. Nolte: Lessing's "Emilia Galotti" in
the Light of his "Hamburgische Dramaturgie" (Harvard Studies and Notes
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in Philologg and Literature, XIX [Cambridge, Mass., 19371), pp. 188 f. Cf.
also his "Lessing and the Bourgeois Drama," JEGP, XXXI (1932), 78: "The
only character who succeeds in maintaining a semblance of rational perspective is Marwood.
."
7. I t does not strike one as odd that the ageing Sir William too should
spealc in religious terms: "Doch der Gott, der sich jetzt so gnadig gegen
. !'; "Doch bald, bald werde ich, in einer ihm geweihten
mich erzeigt
Ewigkeit, ihm wiirdiger danken konnen"; and, to Waitwell: "Ich will allen
Unterschied zwischen uns aufheben; in jener Welt, weifit du wohl, ist e r
ohnedies aufgehoben" (111.7).
8. The father-child (L'creator-created") relationship is not insignificant
here. As indicated in the text, it is found in Philotas and in Ernilia Galotti,
too, where i t plays a motivational role just a s meaningful a s in S a r a
Sanzpson.
9. Note how Sir William claims: "Sol1 ein Vater so eigenniitzig handeln?"
and how such an expression could take on ironic proportions if applied to
Lessing's later father-figure, Odoardo Galotti.
10. Again note the irony of such an idea applied to Odoardo and especially
his lines (V.6) where, in referring to his role a s a divine agent in the death
of his daughter, he exclaims: "Ah! e r will meine Hand; er will sie!" (cf.
Hatfield, p. 292).
11. Note the concept of the "enraged" father also in Ernilia Galotti (V.7) :
"Solcher Vater gibt es keinen mehr."
12. Cf. Lothar Pikulik: "Burgerliches T~auerspiel" z~ndEmpfindsamkeit
(Koln, 1966), pp, 34 f.
13. Cf. Berthold Auerbach: Dramatische Eindrucke, aus dem Nachlasse
hg. Otto Neumann-Hofer (Stuttgart, 1893), pp. 165 f.
14. Cf. H. H. J. de Leeuwe, "Lessings Philotas," Neophilologus, XLVII
(1963), 34-40. Prof. Karl Guthke's words,
dem immer wieder gedanlcenlos iibernommenen Vonvurf der jugendlichen UnvoIlkommenheit," in regard to Philotas criticism are somewhat harsh (cf. his Der Stand der Lessing-Forsehung, op. cit., p. 49).
15. Once again we recall Sara's words, 'I. . nur die schwache Tugend
hebt er CGottl aus den gefahrlichen Schranken" (V.lO).
16. Cf. Julius in Leisewitz' Julius von Tarent (IV.2) : "Ich verlasse es
Cdas Vaterlandl wie ein Weiser das Leben, gerne .
." Cf. also Bernhard
Ulmer: "Another Look a t Lessing's Philotas" in Studies in Germanic Languages and Literatures: I n Memo* of Fred 0. Nolte, eds. E. Hofacker and
L. Dieckmann (St. Louis, 1963), p. 38, in regard to Philotas' "uncompromising youthful nature."
17. Cf. Guthke, op. cit., pp. 50-54, for a discussion of some of the manifold
considerations of Emilia Galotti.
18. The importance of the father in the dramas under discussion i s referred to often in this study. Lessing's own commentary on his own father
is interesting in this connection: "Du warst so ein guter Mann und zugleich
ein so hitziger Mann. Wie oft hast du mir es selbst geklagt, mit einer
mlnnlichen Thrane i n dem Auge geklagt, daB du so leicht dich erhitzest,
SO leicht in der Hitze dich iibereiltest. Wie oft sagtest du zu mir: 'Gotthold,
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ich bitte dich, nimm ein Exempel an mir, sei auf deiner Hut. Denn ich
fiirchte, ich fiirchte-und
ich mochte mich doch wenigstens in dir gern
gebessert haben.'" Quoted from Heinrich Diintzer: Lessings Leben (Leipzig,
1882), p. 12,
19. "Nichts verachtlicher als ein brausender Jiinglingskopf mit grauen
Haaren!" (V.2). Cf. Bodmer's parodying line, ".
ein brausender Jiingling
nlit grauen Haaren," in his Odoardo Galotti, V a t e r cler Emilia, E i n Pendant
xu Emilia. I n einem A z ~ f x u g ezinc1 Epilogus zztr Emilia Galotti: V o n einem
lungst belcunnten Verfasser (Augsburg, 1778), p. 23.
20. As expressed in the introduction to his edition of Emilia Galotti (OXford, 1946), pp. xxvii f. Note also R. R. Heitner's view of Odoardo's dominant
position, "Emilia Galotti: An Indictment of Bourgeois Passivity," J E G P , LII
(1953), 480-490.
21. Friedrich Hebbel, Tagebiicher, hg. R. M. Werner (Berlin-Steglitz, n.d.),
I, 335.
22. We recall in this connection Nolte's comment that the only character
who succeeds in maintaining a semblance of rational perspective is Marwood (cf. n. 6 above). However, Nolte is not convincing in his assnmption
that Miss S a r a Sarnpson is not as representative of Lessing as Gotx and
Rdztber were of Goethe and Schiller a t the time they were created. Miss
Sara Sumpson is, despite Nolte, an integral p a r t of Lessing's development
and represents more-thematically speaking-than
an "Ausschweifung" (cf.
his Lessing's "Emilia Galotti" in t h e Light of his "Hnnzburgische Dramaturgie," op. cit., pp. 194 f., fn. 46.
23. Cf. Benno von Wiese: "Von TragGdie konnen wir eigentlich erst sprechen,
seit Welt und Mensch in ihrer Diesseitigkeit als tragisch erlebt werden"
(Die clez~tsche Tragijdie won Lessing bis Hebbel [Hamburg, 19481, p. 26).
24. Cf. Walther Rehm, Der Todesgedanke in der dezttschen Dichtung u o m
Mittelalter bis xur Ronzantik, zweite Auflage (Darmstadt, 1967; reprint of
1928 ed.), pp, 279 and 356.
25. Cf. Bernhard Ulmer, op. cit., p. 39: "If Lessing exhorts his fellow men
not to surrender to impulse, this does not mean that he does not fully
realize the limitations of the intellect alone in the solution of problems."
Note also Israel S. Stamm's commentary in regard to Emilia Galotti: $'. . .
we can accept the tragic causality of Emilia Galotti in naturalistic terms.
It is the limit of man in his relati011 to the world that he cannot be adequate
in his arrangements and precautions to the endless possibilities in any human
situation. Everybody in Emilia Galotti does what he thinks best for his own
interest, but his best is not good enough. The world catches us all in its
web" ("Lessing and Religion," G R , XLIII, 4 [November 19681, 249).
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